to a single UI object that has a unique interface and contains
the collaborating objects.

Abstraction

phase. However, knowing about it in the analysis phase
maximizes the efficiency of the analyst, both in the
identification of abstractions as well as in the completion of
the analysis.
This is an excerpt from an article that will be published
in the upcoming HP Journal special issue on HP and object
technology.

Hierarchical
Decomposition

Tony Dicolen, Hewlett-Packard Company
Tel: (707) 577-4414
Email: tony@sr.hp.com
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Object
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Jerry Liu, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
Tel: (415) 857-5997
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Figure 3 Abstraction Decomposition

Much of this is discovered and decided in the design

PROBLEM? WHAT PROBLEM?
by Kris Oosting, Shared Objectives
There are problems everywhere! We encounter them during
software development and even beyond. We use methods to
tackle these problems—to find solutions.
In our experience in the software development world,
there are a lot of ways of going from “the problem” to “the
solution.” But most of the time, developers try to deal with
all the details right away.
Here are some observations we made working with
Fusion projects developing all kind of systems.
For simplicity, lets say there are four views of the
problem:
• Problem Definition: a clear definition of what the
problem really is in its frame of reference.
• Problem Specification: specifying the problem in a
way that software developers can work with it.
• Problem Solution: the creative phase—finding a
solution to the specified problem!
• Problem Implementation: translating the designs into
something a computer can handle.
Problem Definition, or the requirements phase, defines the
problem (or the challenge) as well as possible. There are
modeling techniques that can be used to do this, though
they will not be discussed here. I am however very pleased

that Edward Swanstrom of Arthur D. Little (Fusion
Newsletter, April 1996) uses Mind Mapping as a technique
to capture candidate classes and relationships. We use the
same technique, and also use it to check the requirements
for redundancy, consistency, and completeness. During our
courses we always get positive feedback that this technique
is very useful. It is true that, as a nice result, a Mind Map
“gives” you the candidate classes and relationships.
This fits into how we use Fusion quite well. Fusion
provides a “to-do list” and uses the concept of “workpreparation.” Every technique is preparing the work for the
next modeling step. For example, the object interaction
graph is preparing the work for the visibility graph and the
code. If you do the object interaction graph well, coding is
peanuts. So one technique is “transferring” something to
the another.
A “To-do list”? Yes. What is the list of System
Operations? It’s a big to-do list of the amount of
functionality you have to design and implement or, better
yet, deliver to the user. We noticed that a lot of developers
use the list of system operations in this way. They also use
it for the famous “percentage done” estimate.
Now back to requirements. It’s very important that
these are complete and well-defined. Without a good
definition of the problem, it’s very difficult to build a
system that meets the users needs—even with a good
method.
We still see a lot of defects being created due to the
fact that the problem was not described well enough.
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Problem Solution, or the design phase, delivers a
solution to the specified problem. A lot of creativity is
required here, while the amount of human interaction is
lower than during analysis.
When one is creative, one can make mistakes, called
defects—although making mistakes doesn’t completely rely
on creativity. It also relies on how the problem was
specified, of course.
This brings me to another surprise, at least from what I
see in the real world. Some companies still choose methods
like OMT to do their strategic development. They also
mention that design is very important. Well, as you know
OMT has good points and some less good points. Design is
one point where it is weaker. There is less possibility to be
creative, for developers are not given the means to model
object communication or object (class) referencing. It is no
wonder they start to hack!
We measure and see all the time that Object
Communication is essential to model before it is coded. But
it needs a lot of creative thinking. You would not start to
build a house before you know if will satisfy your needs,
would you?!
During reviews we see that most of the time developers
do some simple things wrong. Very often the sequence
numbering in the object interaction graphs is wrong, or
more than one system operation is modeled in one object
interaction graph. Not that serious, but makes it difficult for
others to code from it.
Another point is that some developers are thinking and
working according the straight-jacket mindset of rush-tocode. One can conclude that they worked too long with a
programming language so their creativity, or their will to do
exploratory solution finding, has disappeared.
This phase takes a lot of time, but is a lot of fun. Just
do it, and you’ll find coding less interesting, and get better
applications ;-)

Problem Specification, or the analysis phase, specifies the
problem in a way that software developers can do
something with it. The challenge here is to find the right
object models.
We discovered that when you let people construct an
object model from the same problem definition, they find
different ways of specifying it. How can you experience
this? Well, capture the list of candidate classes from the
requirements and put one (important) class in the middle of
a piece of paper. Let people then create the object model
around it. Every person creates his/her own model.
The models are different, because every person has
different experience, providing another frame of reference
to the problem domain. This is logical, because an object
model looks very much like a Mind Map, and similar
processes are going on in one’s brain. It is making
associations.
To get all of the frames of reference aligned, a lot of
discussion is necessary during the Problem Specification
phase. Mind Mapping can help to create an overlapping
“frame of reference.”
We also “measured” that communication is very
intensive during this phase. Creativity is lower, as shown in
the Communication-Creativity curves in Figure 4.

increase

Creativity

decrease

Communication

Analysis

Design

Coding

Problem Implementation, or the coding phase, delivers
the implementation of the found solution.
As you have probably guessed by now, it is the least
interesting phase of all. Unfortunately we have to translate
the designs to something the poor computer understands,
namely code.
In this phase we “measured” low levels of human
interaction and creativity. Everybody was caught within the
“walls” of the programming language.
Developers that design completely according the
method say that coding goes very much faster, and they do
not compile as often to see if a little part is working (this
they say with a big smile on their faces).

Figure 4 Communication-Creativity curves

What developers are doing is creating associations in
their brains, and then trying to convince each other that
their model is the best “solution” (you have probably
encountered this as well ;-). But, as the first Fusion book
(Coleman et al, 1994) already mentioned, Object Modeling
is not an exact science. It is specifying the problem
definition as well as possible so it is useful for software
development.
System Operations are the contractual bit. That’s
where you specify the conditions—very useful.
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footprint and quality of service requirements in the
instrument domain) [2].
Since integration and evolution are paramount
concerns for HP and our customers alike, the ORBlite
solution for HP was productized for commercial release as
ORB Plus 2.0 (so named for its support of features
specified in CORBA 2.0).

Because we look at the code metrics for every design,
we can measure an improvement in complexity (lower),
and amount of code. This shows that creativity works when
given the right tools to stimulate it!
If you use the method as it is supposed to be used, the
problem will turn out not to be that big of a problem at all.
In fact, there is always a way to simplify the problem by
working with higher-level design abstractions during the
problem solution phase.

Development Strategies: Parallel Development
In order to quickly bring ORBlite to market as the HP ORB
Plus product, the feature set was allocated across three nearterm releases with overlapping development cycles
involving multiple project teams (Figure 5).

Kris Oosting, SHARED OBJECTIVES
Email: koosting@pimsord.knoware.nl

ORBlite
(HP Labs prototype
used in multiple internal products)

HITTING MARKET WINDOWS WITH EVO:
THE STARGATE PROJECT

Released Apr’96

ORB Plus 2.0

by Ruth Malan, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories,
Mari Garland, Enterprise Objects Program, HewlettPackard Company

Released Jul’96

ORB Plus 2.01 ORB Plus 3.0
CORE
ORB Plus 3.0
Extended functionality

Introduction
Visitors to the HP stand at Object World in Boston (May
1996) were able to preview key features of the HP ORB
Plus 2.01 and 3.0 products at the same time that the HP
ORB Plus 2.0 product was launched! Additional increments
of HP ORB Plus 3.0 functionality will be shown at Object
World in San Jose in August. The version 3.0 product will
be released at the end of the year.
The early preview of ORB Plus 3.0 was made possible
by applying an evolutionary approach [1] to software
development, as described in this article. First, we will set
the context by describing the history and give an overview
of the ORB Plus product. Next, we will outline and
motivate the multi-release product development strategy,
and the complementary evolutionary development
approach. Finally, we will identify some of the best
practices and pitfalls that have emerged from Stargate, one
of the component projects that will feed into the 3.0 release.

Stargate

Jan’94

Jul’96

Figure 5 Overlapping development cycles

HP ORB Plus 2.0, released in April 1996, provided the
following essential functionality:
• CORBA 2.0 IIOP transport
• DCE CIOP transport
• naming, life-cycle and event services
• thread support
• IDL compiler
• dynamic invocation interface
• developers kit

Background: ORBlite and ORB Plus

The follow-up release (in July), ORB Plus 2.01, added
• 1-way OLE Automation to CORBA messaging

In true “nextbench” style, the ORBlite project in HP
Laboratories created the first prototype ORB product for
internal use in HP divisions. HP Test and Measurement and
Medical product lines needed support for building
extensible, evolvable systems. Though the CORBA and
OLE technologies were promising, the ORBlite project
sought to create a lightweight ORB that addressed
deficiencies in other products (e.g., providing support for
various transport protocols, languages, operating systems,

•
•
•
•
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The next ORB Plus release will add features including:
transaction, security and trader services
dynamic skeleton interface
interface repository
full 2-way OLE Automation/COM to CORBA
messaging with expanded types (e.g., structures,
sequences, passing objects as parameters)

References

such as CORBA and OLE/COM to analysis of competitors’
products. More recently, Friday afternoon “chalk talks”
have been instituted to provide a forum for individuals to
discuss their sphere of focus (e.g., test suites or a particular
subsystem) with the team.

[1] Cotton, Todd. “Evolutionary Fusion: A Customeroriented Incremental Life Cycle for Fusion”. Chapter
6, Object-Oriented Development at Work: Fusion in
the Real World, Malan et al., Eds. Prentice-Hall. 1996.
[2] Moore, Keith and Evan Kirshenbaum. “Building
Evolvable Systems: The ORBlite Project”. To appear
in the Hewlett-Packard Journal, February 1997 special
issue on HP and Object Technology.

Lessons Learned
Plan to replan. The team had to revise the development
plan after the first cycle, to accommodate the trade show
opportunities that had emerged as a priority. The
reallocation of features to upcoming development cycles
absorbed more effort than had been anticipated. It would
have helped considerably if project management tools
provided better support for shifting pieces of functionality
among the “buckets” for each phase.

[3] McCarthy, Jim. Dynamics of Software Development.
Microsoft Press. 1996.
Mari Garland, HP Enterprise Objects Program
Tel: (408) 447-5675
Email: mari_garland@hp.com

Milestone pressure cooker. Evolutionary
development
introduces multiple intermediate, yet highly visible,
milestones for delivery of working code. This is both a
benefit and a challenge! Appropriately pacing work
assignments in the increments is not trivial, especially when
other factors like trade shows influence the desired amount
of functionality to be implemented in a phase. Nonetheless,
balance must be sought through a willingness to replan and
reset expectations periodically.

DO WE HAVE THE TIME? PART II

Conclusion

by Kris Oosting, Shared Objectives

Although evolutionary development has its challenges, it
allowed the team to gain:
• early market visibility and excitement by
demonstrating evolving versions of the product at trade
shows
• customer feedback from visitors at the trade shows
• rich user feedback from partnering divisions in HP
who are using early versions of the product
It also allowed management to better assess progress and
adjust project schedules accordingly.

In the previous newsletter we described basic time metrics
and what can be learned from them. This article describes
different views on the time metrics collected and why they
can be useful.
All the information is based on Fusion Projects. Fusion
allows to us measure the method itself as well as the
development process that comes with it.

For more information on the HP ORB Plus product,
you can visit the Web site. The URL is:
http://www.dmo.hp.com/cgi-bin/fe.pl/gsy/orbplus.html
To find out about HP DEPOT/J, you can visit:
http://www.dmo.hp.com/gsy/software/depot.html

We collect time metrics in order to understand our
development process. The results can then be used for
estimating new projects.
In the previous article there were pie charts that
showed the amount of time spent on each phase, like
analysis, design, build, test, etc. If we take the collection of
pie charts that were produced every week and place them in
a nice row, we can then draw a line chart that indicates the
progress flow. See Figure 7 for an example of a Progress
Flow Chart. The x-axis shows the week number, and the yaxis the percentage of time.
Here you can see that Analysis dropped off after week
5, while Design and Coding grew steadily. In week 5 the
“Other” activities started to increase as well. This category
includes project meetings, admin, holidays, etc. In this case,
“Other” increased because of the amount of time the
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needed 3 times more time to code the design than before for
similar functionality and complexity.
For example: they estimated 12 days for design and 60
days for coding. Before the metrics showed, over a period
of about 20 weeks, that design time was about 60% of the
time needed for coding. The metrics we had collected gave
us a frame of reference for new estimates in the same
project.
After reviewing their estimates and work breakdown
structure with the developers, the revised estimate was 12
days for design and 26 days for coding. You’ll probably
now ask: what time did they spend for real then? Well, 10
days for design and 31 days for coding.
The first estimate was 31 days too high, but after
reviewing and revising the estimate, it was only 3 days
higher than the actual. Not so bad!
Conclusion: the chart can be used to check new
estimates to a certain extent.

Progress Flow
% of time
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40
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20

10
0
1

Analysis
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Coding

Test
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16

Repair

19

Other

Repair ’wave’

Figure 7 Chart of Progress Flow

developers spent negotiating about the underlying
architecture of the framework from the technical point of
view. You can also see that Repair followed after Test, but
probably only essential repairs where done. From week 15
we see an increase in repair time. People “found” the time
to repair the defects.
The chart in Figure 7 shows the relative proportion of
cumulative time spent on each kind of activity. Thus, for
example, we see that over the weeks the proportion of
accumulated time spent on analysis decreases. When the
project is finished, this chart will show the percentage of
time that was needed for each phase. That is what we
always want to know up front.
We also use non-cumulative charts. These charts show
the percentage of time spent every week. It like “zooming
in” on the first chart. These are more useful for direct
control.

To Predict What Will happen
Another discovery from the real world is that this chart can
indicate a change in effort after a certain event. In our case;
what happens after Testing has been done?
In the chart you can see an increase in time spent
testing. After the test period is finished, we asked ourselves
which line will follow first, second, etc., and by how much?
For example, after testing was done, the list of defects
was available and had to be solved. Logically after Test the
Repair line will increase, because people are repairing the
application to get rid of the defects found. The question is:
how much time will people spent on repair, and where are
the most defects? This information can be deduced from
your Defect Tracking System.
To capture it in the Progress Flow Chart, we have to
zoom in a little and replace the Repair line with Repair
Analysis, Repair Design, Repair Coding, etc. lines. If this
becomes to messy, than we can put it on a separate chart.
If the Repair Analysis line increases first, then one can
expect an increase in Repair Design and Repair Coding as
well. Defect Tracking Information will assist you in
estimating the effort you need to support defect repair. The
information can be collected per developer, per subproject,
or for the total project. Just try it.
With these charts we can make the Fusion
development process more visible. Use the results right
away, or use them for later projects.
Figure 8 shows an example of the Repair Flow. This
“snapshot” shows that at the beginning of the chart, fixing
the code takes a lot of time. From week 14 on parts of the
analysis have to be fixed. This means that a defect’s origin
was analysis. After week 18 the analysis defects are

We used the chart for the following:
• to support estimates
• to predict what will happen (e.g., when certain
resources are needed)
• to monitor the project and take preventive actions
when something tends to go wrong

To Support Estimates
This actually happened more or less by accident. Every so
often we ask the developers to review their estimates and to
give a new estimate based on the information they know.
This is done to get the EQF (Estimation Quality Factor)
metric.
Two developers delivered their estimates for the
second phase of their small project. They estimated they
13

In our experience, the Fusion Method and its process is
measurable—and therefore controllable. As Tom DeMarco
put it: “You can’t control what you can’t measure”, and
now we Do Have The Time! From yesterday, from today,
and for tomorrow.

repaired and the design needs to be changed as well. If we
now need to predict the flow, we would say that the
analysis and code wave decrease for a while. Then the
design wave will decrease, and the coding wave will
increase. The challenge now is to predict when and by how
much. Well, that’s the reason we collect all this information
now, so we can predict better in the future.

Kris Oosting, SHARED OBJECTIVES
Email: koosting@pimsord.knoware.nl
or koosting@socom.nl
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We believe that a good part of Fusion’s value lies in it
being an open “school of thought.” True to the spirit of the
“Fusion in the Real World” book (Malan et al., 1996), we
welcome the continued contributions of the variety of
researchers and practitioners who are actively engaged in
developing and evolving Fusion.
It could be argued that “just enough” for those projects
on the higher end of the project risk spectrum entails more
formality, especially for safety-critical projects. Therefore,
the next article is a valuable addition to the growing
discussion around extensions to Fusion.
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Figure 8 Progress Flow Chart for Repair

To Monitor The Project
The Progress Flow Charts show you what happens on a
weekly base (or daily, monthly).
As a Project Manager plans the project, he or she will
have an expectation of what will happen during the project.
The project planning tool will assist one, but these time
metrics will as well. (You probably understand that there
are more metrics than just these ones.)
We found that project teams that are new to object
technology, and do not have a clear idea what OO will
bring them, found these charts very useful. People almost
start to bet what will happen next. This shows that the
collection of these metrics and producing these charts
increases involvement in the project. This is very important.
A project should not be a nightmare, but a challenge!
After these time metrics, which are easy to collect and
to understand, it is time to collect more metrics of a
different nature—but not too many.

FUZE: A FUSION/Z ENVIRONMENT
by Robert B. France and Jean-Michel Bruel
Department of Computer Science & Engineering,
Florida Atlantic University
This article describes the current status of our work in
developing an integrated Z and Fusion modeling and
analysis environment called FuZE.

Introduction
Fusion [5] provides good support for some of the more
significant software engineering principles, namely,
separation of concerns and generality. Separation of
concerns is supported in Fusion by mechanisms that allow
one to
• abstract over details that are best left to later stages of
development
• model an application from different perspectives
• modularize problems and their solutions
Separation of concerns is also supported by the welldefined life-cycle model that makes clear the types of
activities that should take place at each stage of
development. Generality is supported by mechanisms that

Conclusion
The conclusion we come to is that we are always interested
in how much time we spent where and why we spent it
there. We collect this information in order to better
understand what a typical Fusion project is. Or better, to
find norm values for the metrics. Of course, projects
depend on the experience of the developers, environment
used, politics, etc. But even so, one can get a second
opinion from the norm values that are found. The result is
that projects can be estimated and guided more effectively.
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